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A Gaussian sheet connected to symmetric Markov chains

Nathalie Eisenbaum

Laboratoire de Probabilités - Université Paris VI - CNRS , UMR 7599
4, Place Jussieu - Case 188 - 75252 Paris Cedex 05 - France

Abstract : A large family of Gaussian sheets arises in connection with second
order limit theorems for continuous time symmetric Markov processes. We show
here that results of the same nature can also be written for symmetric Markov
chains.

1- Introduction

As a variant of a result of Papanicolaou, Stroock and Varadhan [PSV], Yor [Y] has
shown that the Brownian sheet can be obtained as a second order limit in law under

the following form :

(Lx03BBt-03BBt 03BB;x ~ R+, t ~ 0) (law) (Wt(x);x ~ R+, t ~ 0)
as 03BB tends to ~, where (Lxt, x ~ R, t ~ 0) denotes the family of local times of a
linear Brownian motion starting from 0, (Ts, s > 0) the right inverse of the local
time at 0, and (Wt(x), x E R+, t > 0) a Brownian sheet, i.e., a centered Gaussian

process with covariance given by :

y).

This result has been then extended under various forms. Rosen [R] gives an analogue
for the symmetric stable processes (see also [E]) and obtains the so-called "fractional
Brownian sheet" as the limit in law of the corresponding expression. Csaki, Shi and
Yor show in [CSY] that when replacing the local times process by the fractional
derivatives of Brownian motion, one obtains a limit also equal to the fractional
Brownian sheet.

We present here an analogue of theses results for recurrent symmetric Markov chains.
We consider a recurrent Markov chain defined on a regular lattice in a d-
dimensional Euclidian space. We denote by S the state space of U and assume that
0 belongs to S. We set : S* = ? B {0}. The process of the number of visits is

denoted by We define for n E N* :

k

T,~ = 1: ~ 1{o}(Up) > ~t}
p=i

and for x, y elements of S~ : :

_ 

We have the following theorem. For any x in 1~+, [x] denotes the integer part of x.
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Theorem 1 Let U be a symmetric recurrent Markov chain with state space S.
Then under IP0, we have the following convergence as 03BB tends to ~:

(lx[03BBt]-[03BBt] 03BB;x ~ S*,t ~ 0) ~ (Dt(x);x ~ S*, t ~ 0)

where (Dt (x); x E S* t > 0) is a centered Gaussian process whose covariance is
given by : :

= y) -1(x=y) -1)
The convergence in law considered here corresponds to the convergence in law in

where E is the metric space of the real sequences indexed by S* .

2 - Proof of Theorem 1

Thanks to the Central Limit Theorem and the Markov property of U, we remark
that for any function f on S* with compact support, setting :
At = we have as A tends to 00 :

A~n (1aw) - -~ N

where N is a standard Gaussian variable and u is defined by :
o~ _ - 

At this level, several authors (see Kesten [Ke], Kasahara [KA], Csaki et al. [CCFR])
make some assumptions on the sequence in order to establish second order
limit laws for (An)n>o instead of Our goal here is to put in evidence the
Gaussian nature of the limit in the general case.
We write : :

~2 = ~ ~ - 

yES*

But for any x, y distinct from 0

~1 ) = 

The above identity can be obtained by a simple computation, exactly as Csaki et
al. do it in the case of a random walk [CCFR]. Moreover it is well known that for
any x distinct from 0 : : =1. Consequently, we obtain :

02 = E E -1).
a;~S* 

Since under IPx, Ti is the first hitting time of 0, we easily obtain that the function
go is symmetric. The recurrence of U ensures that o2 is strictly positive. Hence the
function (2go(x, y) -1(x=y) -1, (x, y) E S* x S*) is definite positive.
Let be a centered Gaussian process with a covariance equal to
(2go(x, y) -1(x=y) -1, (x, y) E S* x S*). Then note that :

xES
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Hence the above convergence can be rewritten as follows :

03A3 f(x) lxn-
n n (law) 

03A3 f(x)03C8x

as 03BB tends to ~. This implies that :

~, f ( x ) ~Tn ’~ n }) -> L, f ( x )~x~)
V~ " 

Since this convergence holds for any function f with compact support, we obtain as
03BB tends to ~ :

(lxn-n n, x ~ S*) (law) (03C8x, x ~ S*).

Then one can easily deduce the above convergence for any t > 0, as 03BB tends to ~ :

(lx[t03BB]-[t03BB 03BB, x ~ S*) (law) (t03C8x, x ~ S*)

We introduce now (Dt(x); x ~ S*, t ~ 0) a centered Gaussian process whose covari-
ance is given by :

= (S ~ y) - 1(.=~) - 1).

This allows to interpret the above convergence as follows :

(lx[t03BB]-[t03BB] 03BB, x ~ S*) ~ (Dt(x), x ~ S*).
We set :

Z03BB(t) = (lx[t03BB] -[t03BB] 03BB, x ~ S*

).

We have for any x ~ S,

lx(t+s)03BB] -

lx[x03BB] 
= lx[(t+s)03BB]-[t03BB] o03B8[t03BB].

Consequently for a fixed 03BB, the process (Z03BB(t),t ~ 0) is a process with independent
increments and hence is Markovian. Since for each fixed t > 0, converges to

Dt (.) as a tends to oo, we can use the result of Ethier and Kurtz ([EK], Theorem
2.5 p. 167 ) to claim that as a tends to oo:

(Za(t), t > 0) (1~ (Dt(.), t > 0). o
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